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Owner
Verity AG
Binzmühlestrasse 81

8050 Zürich

Representative
P&TS Marques SA
Avenue Jean-Jacques-Rousseau 4

P.O. Box 2848
2001 Neuchâtel

List of goods and/or services

9
Software for drone control; computer software for logistics; computer software for warehouse

automation; computer software for automated logistics processes and warehouse automation;

computer software for digitalization in warehouse management; computer software for the

entertainment industry; position sensors; cameras with linear image sensors; optical sensors; data

processing apparatus; data processing programs; readers (data processing equipment); magnetic

encoders; data processing apparatus and computers; scanners (data processing equipment).

12
Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; camera drones; delivery drones; civilian drones.

35
Data processing; electronic inventory management services; computerized inventory control;
computerized inventory preparation;collection and processing of information, especially compilation
and systemization of information into computer databases; compilation, systemization, and recording

of data in a database; statistical analysis of data in computer databases.

39
Piloting of civilian drones; transport logistics; logistics services consisting in the transportation,
packaging, and storage ofgoods.



4t
Entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; presentation of live entertainment events; film, music,
sport, video and theatre entertainment services; production of live entertainment; digital video, audio
and multimedia entertainment publishing services; recording studio and film studio services for the
production of multimedia presentations.

42
Technological services and research and design relating thereto; design and development of computer
software for logistics; design and development of computer software for entertainment; development
of programs for data processing; development of data processing systems; digitization of sound and
images; consultancy in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; providing temporary
use of non*downloadable software applications accessible via a web site; providing temporary use of
on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network;
providing temporary use of downloadable and non-downloadable data import and management
software; cloud computing; computer programming services for data warehousing; data encoding
services; data conversion services; design and development of navigation systems and route planning
software; design and development of systems for data input, output, processing, display and storage;
programming of computer software for evaluation and calculation of data; testing, analysis and
evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification; quality control of goods
and services; scanning of images (conversion from physical to electronic media).
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I, Eva Cattoni, translator, hereby solemnly declare being familiar with the German and English languages and

certifli that the foregoing is a true and correct translation ofthe accompanying Extract from the of
Marks relating to Swiss trademark registration N'773 169 filed on August 12,2021

Neuchâtel, February 7, 2022 Eva


